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In this paper we present a search problem in which mobileagentsare searching for staticresources. Each agent
wants to obtain exactly one resource. Both agents and resources are spatially located on a road network and
the movement of the agents is constrained to the road network. This problem applies to various transportation
applications including: vehicles (agents) searching for parking (resources) and taxicabs (agents) searching
for clients to pick up (resources). In this work, we design search algorithms for such scenarios. We model
the problem in different scenarios that vary based on the level of information that is available to the agents.
These scenarios vary from: scenarios in which agents have complete information about other agents and
resources, to scenarios in which agents only have access to a fraction of the data about the availability of
resources (uncertain data). We also propose pricing schemes that incentivize vehicles to search for resources
in a way that benefits the system and the environment. Our proposed algorithms were tested in a simulation
environment that uses real-world data. We were able to attain up to 40% improvements over other approaches
that were tested against our algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The problem addressed in this paper concernsmobile agentssearching forstationary resources
in space. Each resource has afixed spatial location, and each agent is moving through space to
procure exactly one resource. A search problem of this nature arises in applications that are very
commonplace in a typical urban transportation system such as the following:
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▶ A set of taxicabs (mobile agents) are looking to pick up clients (stationary resources) in a
given urban area.

▶ A set of travelers in vehicles (mobile agents) are looking for available parking slots (stationary
resources).

Another more recent scenario in which this type of search problem is applicable is thebike-sharing
initiatives in cities [11]. In this scenario, travelers on bicycles are the mobile agents, and each such
traveler needs to find an available docking station (stationary resources) for her/his bicycle. A
similar situation also arises when travelers in electric vehicles are searching for charging stations.
In all these scenarios the agents move based on a database of spatial information reflecting the
locations and availabilities of of the resources; the database changesdynamicallyas more and more
information about the availability of resources is received. It bears mentioning that these resources
are different from points-of-interest (POI’s) that are studied in various search problems. These
resources studied in this work can be used by only one agent at a time, whereas POI’s are unlimited
in this sense.

There are four possible scenarios that could be studied for the search problem studied in this
paper, depending on the information that can be obtained by the mobile agents. We illustrate these
scenarios below with the help of Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. An example of two mobile agentsa1 anda2 and two stationary resourcesr1 and r2. The numbers
represent (in seconds) the travel times for the agents to reach the corresponding resources.

1.1 Zero Information (Oblivious) Scenario
The most common situation that happens in an urban transportation system is that vehicles (agents)
are not aware of the positions of their desired resources. Then each agent wanders around until it
comes upon an available desired resource. This is a case in whichno information about the resources
are available to the agents. The zero-information case is similar to the deterministic version of the
so-called “honey-pot searching” problem originally motivated by U.S. Navy operations during the
second world war [9, 15, 26].

In the example shown in Fig. 1, in the zero-information case both the agents wander around
trying to find a resource. Clearly, the agents would benefit from having some information available
about the resources to make better decisions.

1.2 Incomplete Information Scenario
The proliferation of mobile devices, location-based services and wireless sensors has given rise to
applications that can help the agents to find their desired resources. For instance, in the taxicab
example potential clients (resources) could report to a server, by using their cell phones, and the
server could share the location information of the clients with the taxicab drivers (agents) that use
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their service. For the example of bike-sharing initiatives in cities, one could have sensors embedded
in the docking stations informing a server of the locations of available docks (resources), and this
location information could then be shared with the bike riders (agents) that wish to dock their
bikes. Similar applications can also be found in the context of finding parking for vehicles [40, 44].
In a nutshell, these are examples of applications that share resourceavailability datawith the
agents, and the agents in turn use this data to make intelligent decisions find resources. Thus, in
the incomplete informationscenario, the agents are aware of the location of the available resources,
and act selfishly to optimize their own performances.

In the example shown in Fig. 1, in the incomplete information case with each agent looking to
minimize its immediate travel time to obtain a resource, botha1 anda2 will travel towards the
resourcer1 to obtain it. However, only one of them, namelya1, will be satisfiedwith the outcome
by obtaining the resource, and the other agenta2 will have to travel extra time to look for the next
available resourcer2.

1.3 Complete Information Scenario
In a complete informationscenario, each agent is able to obtain all the information that is necessary
to make its decision, and agents may make choices that are a best response to what they know other
agents may be doing. For example, the agents may receive information not only on the locations of
the resources but also about the locations of the other agents as well.

For the example shown in Fig. 1, in the incomplete information scenarioa2 was left unsatisfied
because of a wasted trip to grab resourcea1 only to find out that it was taken bya1 ahead of its
arrival. If a2 had been aware of the proximity ofa1 to r1, a2 could have chosen to visitr2 directly
to save a wasted trip tor1. Thus, with this additional information available toa2, both the agents
are left satisfied:a1 because its travel time was minimized anda2 because it did as best as it could
given all the information.

The agent-resource assignment ofa1 to r1 anda2 to r2 is actually a so-calledNash equilibrium
[33], i.e., an assignment such that no agent can unilaterally further improve its performance by
deviating from the assigned resource and selecting another resource instead (with other agents
keeping their selection of assigned resources). For example, in Fig. 1a1 cannot decrease its travel
time by trying to obtain resourcer2 anda2 cannot decrease its travel time by trying to obtain
resourcer1 (sincea1 is closer tor1 thana2).

1.4 Complete Information with Currency Exchange Scenario
The Nash equilibrium discussed in the preceding section for the complete information scenario
is an equilibrium situation in which agents act selfishly for their own purposes. This stands in
sharp contrast to the so-calledsystem optimalassignment of agents to resources for the greater
good of the entire system; instead of agents optimizing their own performances, the objective now
is to optimize theoverallperformance of the system even if this requires sacrifice of individual
performances of some agents. For example, in Fig. 1, the system optimal assignment matchesa1 to
r2 anda2 to r1 with a total travel time of 70 (as opposed to 90 as in the Nash equilibrium assignment).
Thus, in this assignment,a1 sacrificed its own performance for the good of the entire system.

However, a system optimal assignment may be very difficult to achieve in practice since mobile
agents move around freely and make decisions on which resources to visit without thinking of
helping anyone but themselves. Nevertheless, a system optimal assignment may have important
environmental implications such as that of reducing the travel time of vehicles on the road. Thus,
transportation authorities are often interested in obtaining these types of assignments when it
comes to mobile agents looking for these resources. Suppose that now besides having the complete
information of the system, the agents could also exchange currency. Then we could foresee a
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scenario in whicha2 could paya1 some money in exchange for the guarantee thata1 will not visit
r1. For example, suppose that each second is worth one cent to any agent, anda2 offers a1 20 cents
for the right to taker1. In this casea1 will be even happier than before if she/he accepts becausea1
will pay the cost of driving (20 cents) but will also earn 20 cents froma2 and thusa1 breaks even
and pays no cost in this situation (as opposed to 10 cents before). On the other hand,a2 will be
even happier than before by paying a total of 70 cents (50 cents for driving tor1 and 20 cents given
to a1) as opposed to 80 cents before. Finally, now the total system costs are also minimized due to
the negotiation that occurred betweena1 anda2.

1.5 Summary of Our Contribution
In this paper, we study the four possible scenarios for our search problem as mentioned in Sec-
tions 1.1–1.4. Weimproveupon the state-of-the-art (zero information) scenario by studying more
refined models that are feasible based on the type of information available to the agents and the
ability to exchange currency, and presenting algorithms for these models that are shown to be
efficient through simulations over real-world data. We study these models in several contexts,
such as ingame-theoreticcontexts (where the goal is to compute and study properties of a Nash
equilibrium) and in the context ofdatasets with missing informationin which there are either errors
in the resource availability data that is received by the agents or that not all of the data is available
because not every available resource can be sensed as available or unavailable.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
▶ In Section 2, we summarize prior research works related to the topics studied in this paper.
▶ In Section 3, we provide notations and preliminary definitions related to the methods and

algorithms studies subsequently.
▶ In Section 4, we define the system optimal model and describe an algorithm for computing a

system optimal assignment.
▶ In Section 5, we provide basic concepts and terminologies for a game theoretic setup of our

problems.
▶ In Section 6, we discuss our results on computing a deterministic Nash Equilibrium strategy

profile for the complete and incomplete scenarios for our search problem.
▶ In Section 7, we discuss our results on designing mechanisms for resource pricing schemes

that apply to the complete information with currency exchange scenario.
▶ In Section 8, we present distributed algorithms for a practical setting of the incomplete

information scenario by using a gravitational paradigm that navigates the agents towards
resources in an efficient manner.

▶ In Section 9, we present algorithms in the context of uncertain and missing data about
resource availability.

▶ In Section 10, we present our simulation methodologies that are based on real-world data,
and the results of the evaluations of our algorithms.

▶ Finally, in Section 11 we present some concluding remarks.

2 PRIOR RELATED WORK
2.1 Sensing of Spatial Resource Availability
Approaches for monitoring and sensing available spatial objects are commonplace nowadays due
in part to the proliferation of geosensors and GPS-enabled mobile devices [12]. Information about
the locations of these resources can be obtained via collection of the data using client-server
architectures [27] or via decentralized data dissemination [53]. In [27], remote sensing of spatial
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resources is presented in which users report to a server to request services (such as a taxi service).
On the other hand, peer-to-peer (P2P) mobile ad-hoc networks are used in [53] for spatial resource
discovery in a decentralized fashion.

Our work in this paper focuses on navigation towards available resources. However, our work
depends on having some type of resource availability data. Approaches for parking availability
detection have been presented recently as well. In [38], ultrasonic sensor technology is used to
determine the spatial dimensions of open parking slots, whereas wireless sensors are used in [36]
to track open parking slots in a parking facility. These two works show how one candetectopen
slots. In [31], the authorscoupledetection with the sharing of the parking slot information in a
mobile sensor network by presenting a methodology for vehicles driving past curbside parking
slots to detect open ones and generating a map view of parking slot availability, as opposed to
having to spend on equipping each parking slot individually with wireless sensors for monitoring.
Crowdsourcing methods using end-user smartphones have appeared for the problem of detecting
the availability of parking spaces, because it is easy to implement, and inexpensive for larger scale
(such as citywide) services. For example, by classifying mobility patterns of smartphone users [30]
or using Wi-Fi signature matching [34], parking and unparking activities for individual smartphone
users and hence vehicles can be detected. In [56], Xu et al.introduce PhonePark, a software solution
for detecting parking availability in blocks by using mobile phones and detecting mobility patterns
of the mobile phone users. In this paper, we assume that vehicles can receive information about
open parking slots at any time using one of these parking availability detection approaches.

In [6], the question of how many probe vehicles are needed to collect on-street parking data
while having a minimal amount of error, is answered. They use trajectories of a fleet of taxis to
answer the question and propose that this data could be collected by taking advantage of on-board
sensors as side-scanning ultrasonic sensors or windshield-mounted cameras (as in [31]). They thus
show the feasibility of having access to the accurate data that we need in this work.

Thevalueof having location information of spatial resources like parking was tested in a P2P
environment in [25]. Kokolaki et al.show through simulations how vehicles with access to data
about available resources have an advantage over vehicles that do not. In [46], the relevance of
parking reports in a vehicular ad-hoc network was studied.

Some prior work was performed on dissemination of reports of open parking slots in [54]. In [54],
a parking choice algorithm was presented that selected parking slots based on a relevance metric
that included the age of the open parking report. Their work assumed that a driver knew the
expected time a slot would remain available from the current time, and also knew how long it
would take to travel there. In our context, this is similar to an agenta knowing the probability of
another agent arriving at the resource beforea. This is a strong assumption that wedo not make
in this paper. Furthermore, the focus of [54] was on peer-to-peer (P2P) dissemination of parking
reports.

2.2 Search and Allocation of Spatial Resources
Wireless ad-hoc networking was also used in [49] to search for open parking slots. The authors
in [49] presented an algorithm based on the time-varying Traveling Salesperson problem to compute
a tour of the open slots in order for each vehicle to search for parking in the order of the computed
tour. Similar to [54], their approach depended on knowing the probability that the parking slot will
still be open after some time. These approaches assume that the locations of slots are known, do not
consider the missing information and errors that the availability data might have and in principle
can be thought of a using a framework of the so-called prize-collecting Traveling Salesperson
problem [22].
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In [7, 10, 17], reservation systems for parking slots were studied. A centralized reservation system
was presented in [7] in which a server collects information from road-side units and other vehicles
and reserves slots for vehicles. In [10], the reservation system was distributed amongst peers in
a vehicular ad-hoc network and slots were reserved by requesting slots to a specified peer called
the coordinator for each slot. In [17], a reservation system was proposed in which vehicles were
matched to parking slots by solving a mixed integer linear program that optimized based on the
current state of the parking information. Also, in [47], a service-oriented architecture is presented
in which a server matches requests for a service or resources from users. These systems attempt
to circumvent the competition for parking slots by using reservations. In our work, we design
algorithms for parking that assume the parking systemis competitive. Indeed, existing parking
systems are inherently competitive rather than reservation-based.

A good survey of smart parking solutions, in various of these contexts mentioned here, can be
found in [28].

In [21], the problem of matching spatial datasets is considered. In this problem a centralized
server assigns "customers" to "service providers" such that the total distance of the assignment is
minimized. This problem is similar to the centralized problem presented in section 4. The authors
of [21] reduce their problem to the minimum cost network flow (MCNF) problem as we do. They
present an efficient algorithm to solve the MCNF problem by various optimizations such as pruning
the distance-based bipartite graph. Their algorithm could be used to solve the MCNF problem
formulation from section 4.

Some prior work was also performed in the setting where mobile agents are searching for static
resources, but when there is uncertainty with the data about the resources. In [20] and [19], a
framework is presented for searching for resources when probabilities of finding the resources are
available for each block of a road network. The authors present algorithms that look for an optimal
path in this probabilistic setting, optimizing the probability of finding a resource. In this work we
present algorithms that work in situations where there is inherent uncertainty in the data as well.
However, our uncertainty may be due to missing reports or errors in the availability of data and
not due to the probabilistic nature of the available data.

2.3 Pricing of Spatial Resources
Pricing of resources to obtain some system-wide objectives, studied in this paper, was also studied
in the past in other contexts of transportation applications. In the transportation literature this is
commonly known as “congestion pricing” [50]. The most common type of congestion pricing is that
of toll-like prices assessed on major urban areas or major roads to decrease the demand of entering
to these areas and roads, and pricing strategies of similar type has been famously implemented
in the central business district of Singapore [39] and in other major cities across the world. This
paper investigates the pricing problems in the context of algorithmic game theory which has a
rich history (e.g., see textbooks such as [35]). In [32], the parking problem is modeled as an online
bipartite matching problem in which users have private preferences. Their solutions present pricing
mechanisms in the form of posted prices that seek to maximize the social welfare.

2.4 Gravitational Models
Some of our algorithms in this paper are based on using gravitational force to model the attrac-
tiveness of regions with resources. Gravitational models have been employed in other computing
applications that use Euclidean data. For example, in [18, 55] such models were used for clustering
data in the Euclidean space.
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2.5 Comparison with our Prior Work on Matching
Finally, this work generalizes, subsumes, and extends our prior work on the topic of spatio-temporal
resource search in [1], [2], [3], and [4], on various fronts. In terms of the problem setup, our work
here generalizes the work and proofs presented in those papers by allowing agents to enter the
system at arbitrary times and not having all agents enter the system at the same time. This makes
for a more realistic setup for modeling real-life situations. Here then we present updates for all
of the proofs and methodologies (in sections 3 to 8), which include this time component as well.
Furthermore, here we present a proof for Theorem 6.2 which was previously not presented for
space considerations in [2]. This proof shows how a Nash equilibrium can be computed in our
game-theoretic setup by computing a stable matching between the agents and resources. In terms of
the simulation setup, the results presented in our previous work were from simulations that made
use of synthetic data in two fronts: the resources and agents were synthetically generated, and the
space which the agents traversed was as well. For this work we made use of real-world data of
resource availability, obtained from the SFPark database [40, 44]. We also simulated the movement
of agents in a real-world road network by modeling the geographic features of the Fisherman’s
Wharf area in the city of San Francisco. Finally, in this work we extend our methodologies to study
how they could work in the setting where there is missing information due to errors and due to
vehicles that do not report about availability of resources to our system (section 9).

3 BASIC NOTATIONS AND PROBLEM SETUP
The general setup of our spatio-temporal matching problem is as follows:

▶ Throughout the paper, we will use0 to indicate a sufficiently large positive number; the
precise nature of the “largeness” of0 will be specified when needed.

▶ There are the following two types ofobjects:
▷ We have a set ofn agentsA = {a1,a2, . . . ,an }.
▷ We have a set ofm stationary resourcesR = { r1,r2, . . . ,rm }, and adummy resource
ΞΞΞ

def= rm+1. It is commonplace to use such dummy items in algorithmic game theory
applications to simplify description and case analysis,e.g., see [35, Section11.4.3]1.

▶ The locations of the agents inA and the resources inR over all given times are points in
some connected spaceM . The dummy resourceΞ is not located inM .

▶ The following parameters are associated with each agentai ∈ A :
▷ a start timet A

i , namely the time whenai starts to look for a resource,
▷ a locationℓ A

i (t), namely the location ofai at any timet ≥ t A
i , and

▷ a starting locationℓ a
i

def= ℓ A
i

�
t A
i

�
, namely the location ofai at the start timet A

i .

▶ The following parameters are associated with each resourcer j ∈ R ∪ { Ξ}:
▷ a start timetR

j , namely the time whenr j becomes available, and

▷ a locationℓ R
j of r j that does not change over time.

For the dummy resourceΞ def= rm+1, tR
Ξ

def= tR
m+1 = 0, andℓ R

Ξ

def= ℓ R
m+1 is used only as a symbol

without any value.

1The reader may think ofΞ as an artificial resource introduced for simplifying descriptions and case analysis in proofs
much in the same manner as dummy records are used assentinelsin data structures to simplify description of algorithms
that manipulate them.
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▶ A resource inR can be used byat most oneagent at any given time, and the agent has to
be located at the same place as the resource in order to use it. This means that an agent has
to travel, for sometravel time, to a resource to use it; and the resource has to be available
for use. If agentai uses resourcer j , then the earliest time at whichai starts usingr j , i.e.
max{ t A

i + ˚tˇi‹m`e(ℓ a
i , ℓ R

j ), tR
j }, is called the time when the agentobtainsthe resource. The̊tˇi‹m`e

function is a travel time between two locations and will be defined below.
The dummy resourceΞ can be used byany number of agents at a specific time.

▶ The following three functions are used in our setup:

Travel time function ˚tˇi‹m`e: M × M 7→ R+ ˚tˇi‹m`e(x,y) is the time taken by any agent to
travel from locationx ∈ M to locationy ∈ M .

For the dummy resourceΞ, we assume that̊tˇi‹m`e
�
ℓ A

i (t), ℓ R
Ξ

�
= 0 for any agentai ∈ A

and for any timet , where0 ≫
n̋

i =1

m̋

j =1
˚tˇi‹m`e

�
ai ,r j

�
is asufficiently large positive number.

Matching function g: A 7→ R д is apartial function that isbijective(one-one correspon-
dence). Essentially,д(ai ) = r j ∈ R indicates that agentai is supposedto obtain resourcer j ,
and in this case we will often loosely use the term “agentai was matched with resourcer j ”
to indicate thatai obtained or will obtainr j .

If the partial function didnot assign a value toд (ai ) for someai ∈ A , then we will
often describe it by saying that “д(ai ) = Ξ

def= rm+1 ” or by saying that “ai was assigned to
Ξ ” or also by saying that “ai was not assigned”.

Cost function `c´o¸sfi˚t: A × R × R+ 7→ R `c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,r j , t

�
denotes thecostincurred by an agent

ai ∈ A to find and obtain some available resourcer j ∈ R at timet . This cost may depend
on the locationsℓ A

i (t) and ℓ R
j of ai andr j . The exact value of the cost is dependent on the

application being considered and can be determined in a different way for different agents2.
Some factors that may influence the cost function are:

▷ travel time to the resource,
▷ price of a resource, and
▷ the safety of the location of the resource.

▶ Broadly speaking, each agent looks to minimize her/his cost of obtaining a resource. Specific
details of the objective will be spelled out in the relevant context.

We characterize this setup as a Spatio-temporal matching problem. Thespatialcomponent of the
matching arises from the locations that the agents and resources have over the spaceM . The
temporalcomponent of the matching comes from the instances when the agents request or start to
look for the resources, from the instances when the resources become available, and from the time
duration it takes for an agent to obtain a resource.

As was discussed in Section 1.4, we will study two separate methods of computing agood
matching between agents and resources. They are differentiated by the way that the mobile agents
will make decisions. In asystem optimalsetting, some centralized authority makes routing decisions
for the agents. In aNash equilibriumsetting, agents are selfish and make their own choices. In the
following sections, we will provide algorithms for computing these matchings in the problem setup
we described above.
2We assume that̀c´o¸sfi˚t(ai , Ξ, t ) = 0 , for a sufficiently large positive integer0 ≫

˝ n
i =1

˝ m
j =1 maxt { `c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai , r j , t

�
} +

˝ n
i =1 t A

i , corresponding to the dummy resourceΞ.
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4 SYSTEM OPTIMAL SPATIO-TEMPORAL MATCHING (CENTRALIZED MODEL)
In this section we give algorithms for computing asystem optimalmatching for our problem. In
the context of algorithmic game theory, this approach is usually referred to as optimizing thesocial
welfare. A system optimal matching is realized by a model in which a centralized authority (e.g.,
a transportation authority) is interested in optimizing thetotal performance of all the agents in
the system. In our case, we need to compute a matching that minimizes the total costs accrued
by all the agents,i.e., we seek to find a matching functionд between the agents and resources
that minimizes the total cost

˝ n
i =1 `c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,д (ai ) , t A

i
�
. We can easily compute such a mappingд

in polynomial time by reducing our problem to an instance of the minimum-cost network flow
problem on a directed bipartite graph.

Theorem 4.1.A mappingд that minimizes
n̋

i =1
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,д (ai ) , t A

i
�

can be computed inO
�
(n+m)3�

time complexity.

Proof. We reduce our problem to an instance of theminimum-cost network flowproblem on a
directed graphG = (V ,E) for which a polynomial time exact solution is well-known (e.g., see [8]).
G has the followingn + m + 2 nodes:

• a nodeai for every agentai ∈ A ,
• a noder j for every resourcer j ∈ R,
• a source nodeu and
• a sink nodev.

Furthermore,G has the followingnm + n + m directed edges:
• a directed edge

�
ai ,r j

�
of capacity1 and cost`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,r j

�
for every resource-agent pair

ai ∈ A ,r j ∈ R, and
• a set ofn + m directed edges{ (u,ai ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ n } ∪

�
(r j ,v) | 1 ≤ j ≤ m

	
, each of zero cost

and capacity1.
Letting flow : E 7→ R+ denote the flow function, our social welfare optimization problem is equiva-
lent to the following minimum-cost network flow problem:

find a minimum-cost flow of value
˝ n

i =1 flow ( (u,ai ) ) = min{m,n} fromu tov in G.
Since all the edge capacities are integral (0 or 1), the flow function is integral-valued (e.g., see [37]),
and therefore, due to capacity constraints,flow(e) is 0 or 1 for any edgee ∈ E. The desired mapping
д can now be easily computed as

д (ai ) =

(
r j , if flow

�
(ai ,r j )

�
= 1, for any j

Ξ, otherwise

❑

Remark 1. Since our̀c´o¸sfi˚tfunction is of a very general nature, it can model social welfare optimiza-
tion in many alternate optimization objectives that are of interest in urban transportation systems. We
provide three such examples below.
Minimizing total driving time A system optimal matching that minimizes the totaldriving time

of all the agents is one which a centralized authority would be interested in because minimizing
the total driving time of all agents is good for an urban transportation system (less congestion) and
also for the environment (less pollution). This can be computed by setting`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,д (ai ) , t A

i
�

=
˚tˇi‹m`e

�
ℓ a

i , ℓ R
д(ai )

�
.
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Minimizing the total travel and wait time to obtain resources We can also compute a system
optimal matching thatisaffected by the arrival times of agents and availability times of resources.
In this case, a central authority wants to minimize thetotal (driving plus waiting) time it takes
for all the agents toobtain their resources. Minimizing this total time isnot the same as just
minimizing the total driving time since in the former case an agent could potentially wait for a
resource to become available if waiting for that resource is more cost-effective than driving to
obtain another resource that is currently available. This case be easily captured in our formulation
by setting:

`c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,д (ai ) , t A

i

�
=




tR
j − t A

i , if t A
i + ˚tˇi‹m`e

�
ℓ a

i , ℓ R
д(ai )

�
≤ tR

j

˚tˇi‹m`e
�
ℓ a

i , ℓ R
д(ai )

�
, otherwise

The first case in the above equation is one in which the resource will not be available to the agent
upon arrival to it and she/he will have to wait some time for the resource to become available,
whereas the second case is one in which the resource is already available by the time that the
agent could reach it.

Minimizing the sum of the times when resources are obtained If the central authority wants
to minimize the sum of the times when the agents obtain their resources, this can be done by
setting

`c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,д (ai ) , t A

i

�
=

(
tR
j , if t A

i + ˚tˇi‹m`e
�
ℓ a

i , ℓ R
д(ai )

�
≤ tR

j

t A
i + ˚tˇi‹m`e(ℓ a

i , ℓ R
д(ai )), otherwise

5 GAME THEORETIC SETUP – BASIC CONCEPTS AND TERMINOLOGIES
System optimal agent-resource assignments as discussed in Section 4, show some desirable proper-
ties such as being efficiently computable, and may also serve a good purpose for the environment
and for the welfare of all agents, but they are difficult to justifyin practicein distributed settings.
For example, a system optimal assignment in Fig. 1 (a1 assigned tor1 anda2 assigned tor1) forces
agenta1 to sacrifice for the good of others sincea1 could pay lesser costs (10 instead of20) by
making its own decision rather than following the choice that is suggested by a system optimal
assignment. In a distributed setting agents make their own (selfish) choices instead of following
a system optimal choice to minimize only their own costs. This type of setting can be modeled
and analyzed using game theoretic concepts such as a Nash Equilibrium.Informally, agamehas
three essential components: a set ofplayers, a set of possiblestrategies(choices) for the players,
and apayoff (cost) function [41]. The payoff function determines the cost incurred by each player
for a givenstrategy profile, where astrategy profilerefers to a vector in which thei th component
represents the strategy selected by thei th player.More formally, we define the components of the
game for our spatio-temporal matching problem as follows:

▷ The set ofplayersis A (the set ofn agents).

▷ In this paper, we will consider onlydeterministicstrategies for agents. A (deterministic)
strategy for an agentai will be denoted by the variable̊rffli ∈ R ∪ { Ξ} with the following
convention:

˚rffli =




r j , if agentai opts for the resourcer j ∈ R

Ξ, if agentai does not opt for any resource
or equivalentlyai opts for the dummy resourceΞ
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The vector of variables−→ ˚rffl = (˚rffl1, ˚rffl2, . . . ,˚rffln ) is called astrategy profile vector; a specific
strategy profileis obtained from this vector by assigning a specific value to each˚rfflj for
1 ≤ j ≤ n.

▷ Thepayoffs (costs) for each player (agent) in this game can be defined by the`c´o¸sfi˚tfunction
introduced in Section 3. LetS = (˚rffl1, ˚rffl2, . . . ,˚rffln ) ∈ (R ∪ { Ξ})n be a strategy profile chosen
by the players,i.e., ˚rffli ∈ R ∪ { Ξ} is the chosen resource by agentai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Then the
cost (payoff) to the playerai corresponding to this strategy profileS, which we will denote
by `c´o¸sfi˚tS(ai ), is as follows:
• `c´o¸sfi˚tS(ai ) = `c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai , ˚rffli , t A

i
�

if and only if agentai would obtain the resource̊rffli before3
any other agenta j that also opted for this resource,i.e., for anya j such that˚rfflj = ˚rffli .

• Otherwise,̀c´o¸sfi˚tS(ai ) = 0 for a sufficiently large positive number0 ≫
n̋

i =1

m̋

j =1
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,r j , t A

i
�
.

For notational convenience, let`c´o¸sfi˚tS =
˝ n

i =1 `c´o¸sfi˚tS(ai ).
The Nash equilibrium [33] is a standard desired strategy profile that is used to model the stability of
individual choices of players in a game. In such a strategy profile, no player can further improve its
performance by changing its own strategy unilaterally. For a strategy profileS = (˚rffl1, ˚rffl2, . . . ,˚rffln ),
let S− i denote the set of strategy profiles

n
( ˚rffl1, ˚rffl2, . . . ,˚rffli − 1, ˚rfflα , ˚rffli +1, . . . ,˚rffln ) | ˚rfflα , ˚rffli

o
. The

standard definition of adeterministicNash equilibrium translates to the following definition for our
spatio-temporal matching problem.

Definition 5.1 (Deterministic Nash equilibrium for our spatio-temporal matching problem).A
strategy profile S is a Nash equilibrium strategy profile if and only if the following holds:

∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ n ∀ T ∈ S− i : `c´o¸sfi˚tS (ai ) ≤ `c´o¸sfi˚tT (ai )

For the remainder of the paper,equilibriumandNash equilibriumwill be used interchangeably. A
Nash equilibrium strategy profile stands in sharp contrast to a system optimal matching because of
the distributed selfish nature of the mobile agents in real-world transportation applications. Indeed,
agents in transportation applications act according to their own self-interests.

6 COMPUTATION OF A DETERMINISTIC NASH EQUILIBRIUM STRATEGY PROFILE
In this section, we provide our results related to computing a deterministic Nash equilibrium for
the game theoretic setup of our spatio-temporal matching problems as described in the previous
section.

6.1 Complete Information Scenario
The complete information scenario was described in Section 1.3. In terms of the general setup
of our spatio-temporal matching problem described in Section 3, this scenario ensures that each
agent has knowledge of all the parameters of the setup (including those belonging to other agents)
as described in the setup. Note that this framework is more general than the framework in our
previous research works in [1, 2] because of introduction of parameters such ast A

i , ℓ A
i (t) andtR

j .
These new parameters could be especially useful for spatio-temporal matching applications that
have reserved pickups or reservation times for resources,e.g., in the application involving taxicabs
and clients mentioned before, a client (resource)r j ∈ R could ask a cab for pickup at aspecifictime
tR
j .

3If a resource is available and two or more agents are at distance zero from the resource, then we assume that the agent
with the earliest arrival time obtains the resource before the others; and if two or more agents have the same arrival time at
the resource, then the agent with the smallest index obtains the resource before the others.
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We show below how to compute a deterministic Nash equilibrium strategy profile for this
complete information scenario inpolynomial time. For this purpose, we will use the well-known
concept of a stable matching.

Definition 6.1 (Stable matching between agents and resources).Assume that each agentai ∈ A has
an associated strict total order relation≺ ai

def= ri 1 ≺ ai ri 2 ≺ ai · · · ≺ ai rim ≺ ai Ξ overR ∪ { Ξ} (the
“preference list” for agents), and similarly each resourcer ∈ R ∪ { Ξ}has an associated strict total
order ≺ r

def= a j1 ≺ r a j2 ≺ r · · · ≺ r a jn over A (the “preference list” for resources). The matching
functionд defines a stable matching4 between agents and resources if and only if there are no two
matched pairs(ai ,д (ai ) ) and

�
a j ,д

�
a j

� �
such thatbothof the following conditions hold:

▷ a j prefersд (ai ) overд
�
a j

�
, i.e.,д (ai ) ≺ aj д

�
a j

�
, and

▷ д (ai ) prefersa j overai , i.e., a j ≺ д(ai ) ai .

Any matching functionд defines a natural strategy profileSд =
�
˚rfflд1, ˚rfflд2, . . . ,˚rfflдn

�
where ˚rfflдi =

д (ai ). The Gale-Shapley deferred acceptance algorithm in [16] can be used to compute a stable
matching between agents and resources in polynomial time. To use the above concept of a stable
matching, we then need to define preference lists for all the agents and resources. This is done as
follows.

▷ (agent preference lists) For later notational convenience, letxai ,r = `c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,r , t A

i
�

for r ∈

R ∪ { Ξ}. The preference list≺ ai
def= ri 1 ≺ ai ri 2 ≺ ai · · · ≺ ai rim ≺ ai Ξ for agentai is defined

by
∀ is ∈ { i1, i2, . . . ,im − 1} : ri s ≺ ai ri s+1 ≡ xai ,r i s ≤ xai ,r i s+1

Intuitively, this means that each agent orders the resources increasingly by their cost.
▷ (resource preference lists) Letyai ,r j = t A

i + ˚tˇi‹m`e(ℓ a
i , ℓ R

j ) be the earliest possible time when an
agentai ∈ A may arrive to obtain resourcer j ∈ R if she/he chooses it as a strategy. Then,
the preference list≺ r j

def= a j1 ≺ r j a j2 ≺ r j · · · ≺ r j a jn for a resourcer j ∈ R is defined by

∀ js ∈ { j1, j2, . . . ,jn− 1} : a js ≺ r j a js+1 ≡ yaj s ,r j ≤ yaj s+1,r j

Intuitively, this means that each resource orders the agents increasingly by the earliest time
they could obtain the resource.
The preference list≺ Ξ for the dummy resourceΞ is simply then agents inA listed in an
arbitrary order.

We can now prove the following result.

Theorem 6.2 (Stable matching and Nash eqilibrium). If д is a stable matching between
agents and resources with the agent preferences determined by the ordered agent preference lists≺ ai ’s
and the resource preferences determined by the ordered resource preference lists≺ r j ’s and≺ Ξ, then
the strategy profileSд is a Nash equilibrium strategy profile.

Proof. Let д be a stable matching between agents and resources with the agent preferences
determined by the ordered agent preference lists≺ ai ’s and the resource preferences determined by
the ordered resource preference lists≺ r j ’s and≺ Ξ. Note thatд− 1(r j ) is defined for every resource
r j ∈ R in any stable matching.

We prove the result by contradiction. Suppose for contradiction thatSд =
�
˚rfflд1, ˚rfflд2, . . . ,˚rfflдn

�

is not a Nash equilibrium strategy profile. Then there exists an indexi and a strategyT =
( ˚rffl1, ˚rffl2, . . . ,˚rffli − 1, ˚rfflα , ˚rffli +1, . . . ,˚rffln ) ∈ Sд

− i such that̀ c´o¸sfi˚tS (ai ) > `c´o¸sfi˚tT (ai ). Note that̀ c´o¸sfi˚tS (ai ) >
4Recall thatд (ai ) = Ξ if ai was not matched to any resource.
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`c´o¸sfi˚tT (ai ) implies ˚rfflα , Ξ and also implies that agentai must be able to obtain the resource˚rfflα
before any other agent that also opted for this resource. We now show below that the existence of
T violates the conditions of a stable matching.

• Since agentai obtains˚rfflα before any other agent that also opted for this resource,yai ,˚rfflα <
yд− 1(˚rfflα ),˚rfflα , which in turn implies

ai ≺ д( д− 1(˚rfflα ) ) д
− 1 (˚rfflα ) (1)

• Since`c´o¸sfi˚tT (ai ) < `c´o¸sfi˚tS (ai ), xai ,˚rfflα < xai ,˚rffli , which in turn implies

д
�
д− 1 (˚rfflα )

�
= ˚rfflα ≺ ai ˚rffli = д (ai ) (2)

If we consider the matched pairs(ai ,д (ai ) ) and
�
д− 1 (˚rfflα ) , ˚rfflα

�
, relations(1) and (2) provide a

violation of the stability of the matching (c.f.Definition 6.1). ❑

Examples and Discussion.Here we demonstrate the use of the last theorem and the fact that
the introduction of different starting times changes the Nash equilibrium matching. Assume that
the cost function of an agent is the earliest time when it obtains a resource. Consider again the
example shown in Fig. 1 which has no start times for the agents and resources (or, equivalently, all
the start times are zero). A system optimal matching and a Nash equilibrium strategy profile for
this example can be computed by using the algorithms in [1]. They are as follows:

• A system optimal assignment matchesa1 to r2 anda2 to r1 with a total travel time of70.
• As observed before in Section 1.3, a Nash equilibrium strategy profile can be obtained bya1

opting for r1 anda2 opting for r2 with a total travel time of90. The corresponding matching
functionдne is given byдne(a1) = r1 andдne(a2) = r2.

Now let us consider the same example but with start times for all the objects. Fig. 2 shows the
new example. Assume that the objective of each agent is to minimize the time when it obtains a
resource,i.e.,

`c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,r j , t A

i

�
=

(
tR
j , if (tR

j − t A
i ) ≥ ˚tˇi‹m`e(ℓ a

i , ℓ R
j )

t A
i + ˚tˇi‹m`e(ℓ a

i , ℓ R
j ), otherwise

10

20

50

80

a1agenttA
1 = 70tA
1 = 70tA
1 = 70

r1

resource
tR
1 = 81tR
1 = 81tR
1 = 81

r2

resource

tR
2 = 0tR
2 = 0tR
2 = 0

a2 agent tA
2 = 2tA
2 = 2tA
2 = 2

Fig. 2. An example of two mobile agentsa1 anda2 and two stationary resourcesr1 andr2. The numbers on
edges represent (in seconds) the travel times for the agents to reach the corresponding resources.tA

1 , tA
2 , tR

1
and tR

2 are the start times for agenta1, agenta2, resourcer1 and resourcer2, respectively.
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To compute a Nash equilibrium strategy profile we first need to compute thexai ,r j andyai ,r j

values used in fixing the agent and resource preference lists (since the number of agents is equal
to the number of resources, calculations involving the dummy resourceΞ is not needed). These
values are as follows:

xa1,r1 = 81 xa1,r2 = 90 xa2,r1 = 81 xa2,r2 = 82
ya1,r1 = 80 ya1,r2 = 90 ya2,r1 = 52 ya2,r2 = 82

It can be verified that the only matching that is stable according to these values is the one that
matchesa1 with r2 anda2 with r1. It can be easily verified that none of the agents has an incentive
to deviate from their choices:

• If a1 deviates to opt forr1, she/he will not obtain it becausea2 will obtain it first.
• If a2 deviates to opt forr2, she/he will obtain it a1 time unit later than before so she/he has

no incentive to deviate.
The corresponding new matching functionд′

ne is given byд′
ne(a1) = r2 andд′

ne(a2) = r1. We can
thus see how adding start times for the objects changes the Nash equilibrium matching.

A greedy algorithm to compute a Nash equilibrium strategy profile (i.e., the functionдne) in the
static context (i.e.with identical start times) was presented in [1]. The algorithm sorts the weights
(travel times) of the edges in the bi-partite graph of agents and resources, and matches agents and
resources in that order. A straight-forward adaptation of such an algorithm would not work in the
dynamic context, i.e., with start times, regardless of the`c´o¸sfi˚tfunction used.

6.2 Incomplete Information Scenario
In the game theoretic formulation of this scenario, the agents do not have parametric information
to compute the payoff function. This means that an agent does not know what its payoff will be in
a given strategy profile since, for example, it does not know the locations and start times of the
other agents.

In [1] we introduced a formulation in which each agent makes probabilistic assumptions about
the locations and start times of the other agents in the game; and the analysis done based on the
expected performances. In other words, this scenario leads to computing the Nash equilibrium
strategy profiles in a Bayesian setting, where the selfish goal of an agent is to to minimize its
expectedcost conditional on the above-mentioned prior distributions. In [1] we showed how to
calculate the Nash equilibrium for a simple special case in which agents move on a straight line
and all starting times are ignored.

7 DESIGNING PRICING MECHANISMS FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION WITH
CURRENCY EXCHANGE SCENARIO

In the previous section, we sought to compute a Nash equilibrium strategy profile assuming that
the agents in transportation applications areinherentlyselfish and seek to optimize their own costs
only. However, as we also have observed before in Section 6.1 and elsewhere, this is sub-optimal
for the transportation system as a whole. And in some applications, sub-optimality can have major
societal and environmental implications.

Take our parking application for example. Cruising for parking by driving around an urban area
looking for available parking slots has been shown to be amajor cause of congestion in urban
areas. For example, in [42], studies conducted in11major cities revealed that the average time to
search for curbside parking was8.1 minutes, and cruising for these parking slots accounted for
30% of traffic congestions in those cities. This means that each parking slot would generate4,927
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) per year [43]. For example, in a big urban city like Chicago with over
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35,000curbside parking slots [48], the total number of VMT becomes172million VMT per year
due to cruising while searching for parking. Furthermore, this would account for a waste of8.37
million gallons of gasoline, and over129,000tons of CO2 emissions.

To reduce these environmental costs, it would be great to have agentsguidedtowards system
optimal matchings. However, as has been discussed before, this is difficult to justify in practice
because of the individual costs that the some agents could end up sacrificing. Furthermore, com-
puting a system optimal matching requires complete information, but agents do not necessarily
have incentives to share information about their locations (for privacy concerns or other reasons).
Therefore, our aim in this section is to combat the problem in a different way. The central question
that we wish to tackle can be described informally as:

can we propose a pricing scheme on the resources that will incentivize the agents to move
in a system optimal manner?

7.1 Mechanism Design for Agent-Independent Resource Pricing Scheme
In this subsection we address the following question: How to impose an agent-independent mone-
tary toll on using the resources, such that the Nash equilibrium matching when considering the
toll-cost (i.e. the original cost plus the toll) is a system optimum (or as close as possible to it) when
considering the cost alone. Doing so would imply that selfish agents in an anarchical system would
naturally settle into a system optimum matching, regardless how the non-toll cost is defined. By
agent-independence we mean that the toll imposed on a resource is the same, regardless of the
agent using the resource. This is similar to a metered parking slot, which has the same price for
any driver that uses it, and different from the tolls discussed in the next subsection.

Letдopt be a system optimal matching function that gives a system optimal total cost of value
OPT, i.e.,

OPT=
nÕ

i =1
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i

�
= min

д : A7→R

(
nÕ

i =1
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,д (ai ) , t A

i

� )

An agent-independent resource pricing schemeis a vectorP = (p1,p2, . . . ,pm ) wherepi is the extra
price for resourcer j ∈ R that any agent must pay to use it,i.e., with the pricing scheme introduced,
the cost of agentai to obtain resourcer j is now modified to

`c´o¸sfi˚tP

�
ai ,r j , t A

i

�
= `c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,r j , t A

i

�
+ p j

Ideally, we would like to compute a matching functionдP : A 7→ R that matches each agentai to
a resourceдP (ai ) such that:

`c´o¸sfi˚tP

�
ai ,дP (ai ) , t A

i

�
= min

1≤ k ≤ m

�
`c´o¸sfi˚tP

�
ai ,rk , t A

i

� 	
(3)

If this is possible, then agentai would have no incentive to deviate to another strategy and thus
this strategy would be a Nash equilibrium strategy forai . If furthermore this condition holds for
all agents with their matched and obtained resources, then such a matching is indeed a Nash
equilibrium strategy profile. In addition, we of course would like tobound the differencebetween
the sum of the costs of all the agents in this new matchingдP and the original system optimal cost
OPT, i.e., we would like to find a∆ (the smaller the better) such that

nÕ

i =1
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дP (ai ) , t A

i

�
≤ OPT+ ∆ (4)
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If, for example, the cost functioǹc´o¸sfi˚treflects a measure of environmental pollution created by
driving, then the above bound indicates that the pricing scheme makes sure that the new level of
pollution increases by at most∆ above the minimum possible.

Then, as is the norm in the algorithms community, we are led to investigate abi-criteriaapproxi-
mation of these two goals. For this purpose, we consider a relaxed version of(3)by introducing the
notion of aε-approximate equilibrium in a manner similar to that in the algorithmic game theory
community (e.g., see [13, 24, 29]). Letε > 0 be a positive number. Then, define an agentai as being
in ε-almost at equilibriumor being in anε-approximate equilibriumprovided

`c´o¸sfi˚tP

�
ai ,дP (ai ) , t A

i

�
≤ min

1≤ k ≤ m

�
`c´o¸sfi˚tP

�
ai ,rk , t A

i

� 	
+ ε (3’)

For a given pricing scheme, we say that an agent-resource matching isε-almost at equilibrium
(or is atε-approximate equilibrium) when the above condition(3’)holds forall agents with their
matched and obtained resources. For notational convenience, letµ = maxi , j

�
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,r j , t A

i
� 	

.
We prove the following result.

Theorem 7.1.For everyε > 0, we can compute an agent-independent pricing schemeP =
(p1,p2, . . . ,pm ) and a matching functionдP : A 7→ R in O

�
n2µ/ ε

�
time that satisfy both the fol-

lowing:
(♠) дP induces aε-approximate equilibrium,i.e.,

`c´o¸sfi˚tP

�
ai ,дP (ai ) , t A

i

�
≤ min

1≤ k ≤ m

�
`c´o¸sfi˚tP

�
ai ,rk , t A

i

� 	
+ ε

(♠♠)
n̋

i =1
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дP (ai ) , t A

i
�

≤ OPT+ n ε.

Proof. Our algorithm is based on the auction algorithm in [5]. The algorithm executes in “rounds"
or iterations starting with an arbitrary initial matching. We assume that we start with all prices
set to0. In this discussion we assume thatm = n, however, as [5] indicates, this requirement can
be relaxed. There is a matching and a set of prices at the end of each round. If all the agents are
at ε-almost equilibrium with their matched resources at the end of any round then the algorithm
terminates. Otherwise, an agent that isnotε-almost at equilibrium, say agentai , is selected. Letr j
be the resource that has minimal cost forai , i.e., let

α = `c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,r j , t A

i

�
+ p j = min

1≤ k ≤ m

�
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,rk , t A

i

�
+ pk

	

and letrq (with q , j) be the resource that hassecondminimal cost forai (the resource second most
preferred byai ), i.e., let

β = `c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,rq, t A

i

�
+ pq = min

1≤ k ≤ m
k , j

�
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,rk , t A

i

�
+ pk

	
for someq , j

Then the following steps are executed:
▷ ai exchanges slots with the agent assigned tor j at the beginning of the next round.
▷ ai increases the price of his/her best resourcer j from the current value ofp j to the new value
p j + (β − α) + ε. Basically,β − α + ε is the highest value to whichr j ’s price can be increased
while still beingai ’s preferred resource in anε-almost equilibrium. Note thatβ − α + ε ≥ ε.

This algorithm continues in a sequence of rounds until all agents are atε-almost equilibrium. The
complete algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. The iterative approach can be viewed as anauctionwhereai
raises the price of his/her bid on resourcer j by the bidding incrementβ − α + ε.
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(∗ initialization ∗)
setp j ← 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ m

let дP : A 7→ R be an arbitrary agent-resource matching

(∗ rounds of auctions∗)
while not all agents are atε-almost equilibriumdo

let i be an index such that̀c´o¸sfi˚tP

�
ai ,дP (ai ) , t A

i

�
> min

1≤ k ≤ m

�
`c´o¸sfi˚tP

�
ai ,rk , t A

i

� 	
+ ε

(∗ compute bid increment∗)
let α ← `c´o¸sfi˚tP

�
ai ,r j , t A

i
�

= min1≤ k ≤ m
�

`c´o¸sfi˚tP
�
ai ,rk , t A

i
� 	

let β ← `c´o¸sfi˚tP
�
ai ,rq, t A

i
�

= min1≤ k ≤ m
k , j

�
`c´o¸sfi˚tP

�
ai ,rk , t A

i
� 	

for someq , j

setp j ← p j + (β − α) + ε

(∗ reassign resources∗)

setдP

�
д− 1

P
�
r j

� �
← дP (ai )

setдP (ai ) ← r j

endwhile

(∗ output ∗)
return P = (p1,p2, . . . ,pm ) andдP as the solution

Fig. 3. The algorithm for pricing resources in Theorem 7.1 based on the auction algorithm in [5].

An analysis similar to that in [5] shows that the auction algorithm in Fig. 3 is guaranteed to
terminate inO (n µ/ ε) rounds, and a naive implementation of each round gives a total running time
of O

�
n2µ/ ε

�
. Since the algorithm terminates whenall agents areε-almost at equilibrium, it also

computes anε-approximate equilibrium for the agent-resource matching induced byдP which
proves condition (♠ ). Thus, it only remains to prove condition (♠♠ ). Using condition (♠ ) of the
auction algorithm and simple algebraic manipulation, we get

∀ i : `c´o¸sfi˚tP
�
ai ,дP (ai ) , t A

i
�

≤ min1≤ k ≤ m
�

`c´o¸sfi˚tP
�
ai ,rk , t A

i
� 	

+ ε

=⇒ ∀ i : `c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,дP (ai ) , t A

i
�

+ pдP (ai ) ≤ `c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i
�

+ pдopt(ai ) + ε

=⇒
n̋

i =1

h
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дP (ai ) , t A

i
�

+ pдP (ai )

i
≤

n̋

i =1

h
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i
�

+ pдopt(ai ) + ε
i

=⇒
n̋

i =1
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дP (ai ) , t A

i
�

≤
n̋

i =1

h
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i
� i

+ n ε = OPT+ n ε

since
n̋

i =1
pдP (ai ) =

n̋

i =1
pдopt(ai ) =

n̋

j =1
p j

This proves (♠♠ ) and concludes the proof. ❑

Remark 2 (Primal-dual interpretation of the auction algorithm). Readers familiar with
the primal-dual approach for solving linear programs by iteratively satisfying complementary slackness
conditions [8] will realize that the auction algorithm in Fig. 3 can be interpreted as a primal-dual
schema in the following manner: start with a feasible (not necessarily optimal) solution of the dual
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linear program for the spatio-temporal matching problem [35, Section 11.3.1] by, for example, setting
all the dual variable (prices) to zeroes and iteratively increase dual variables until all complementary
slackness conditions are satisfied.

10

20

50

80

︷ ︸︸ ︷
travel time = ��o�s��t

(
a2, r2, tA

2
)

a1agent
tA
1 = 1tA
1 = 1tA
1 = 1

r1

resource
tR
1 = 1tR
1 = 1tR
1 = 1

r2

resource

tR
2 = 0tR
2 = 0tR
2 = 0

a2 agent
tA
2 = 2tA
2 = 2tA
2 = 2

system optimal matching gopt

gopt (a1) = r2 gopt (a2) = r1

total cost of all agents is 70

Nash equilibrium matching gne

gne (a1) = r1 gne (a2) = r2

total cost of all agents is 90

Fig. 4. An example of two mobile agentsa1 anda2 and two stationary resourcesr1 andr2. The numbers on
edges represent the travel times for the agents to reach the corresponding resources.Assume that these travel
times also represent the costs for the agents to obtain the corresponding resources.

Examples and Discussion.Now we demonstrate the pricing algorithm. Consider the example
shown in Fig. 4. Successive rounds of the algorithm in Fig. 3, with all starting prices at0 and with
the initial matching as the system optimal matching shown in Fig. 4, are as follows:

Initialization (before round1) p1 = 0 p2 = 0 дP (a1) = r2 дP (a2) = r1

after round1 p1 = 10+ ε p2 = 0 дP (a1) = r1 дP (a2) = r2

after round2 (final round) p1 = 30+ ε p2 = 0 дP (a1) = r2 дP (a2) = r1

Thus, at the conclusion of the algorithm,r1 has a price of30+ ε andr2 is free. Indeed it is easy
to see that for these prices, the equilibrium matching when considering the prices and costs (a1
obtainsr2, anda2 obtainsr1) is a system optimum when considering the costs alone.

The reader may wonder if it is possible to setε = 0 in the algorithm in Fig. 3. Unfortunately, it is
easy to adopt an example from [5] to show that the algorithm will run forever for this example
input if ε = 0.

7.2 Mechanism Design for Agent-dependent Resource Pricing Scheme
The agent independent pricing scheme has a disadvantage in the sense that the agents are not
incentivized to participate in the scheme, since the resource-prices constitute an additional tax. In
this subsection we remedy the situation by showing how to impose the tax, and refund it, in a way
that guarantees that each agent is better off than in an anarchical system.

To achieve this, the resource prices imposed areagent-dependent. This means that a resource-price
(or toll) may depend on the agent that obtains the resource. In contrast, in the agent-independent
previous scheme discussed in the previous section, the price of a resource doesnotdepend on the
agent that was matched to it.

Thus, an agent-dependent pricing scheme can be denoted byP = (P1, P2, . . . ,Pn ), where each
Pi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n is a vector

�
pi ,1,pi ,2, . . . ,pi ,m

�
, and eachpi , j represents the price that agentai
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would have to pay to obtainr j . The prices in this scheme will again be designed to incentivize
agents into making resource choices in a system optimal manner. Similar to the previous section,
with the agent-dependent pricing scheme introduced, the cost of agentai to obtain resourcer j is
now modified to

`c´o¸sfi˚tP

�
ai ,r j , t A

i

�
= `c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,r j , t A

i

�
+ pi , j

We use the following notations:
▷ дopt : A 7→ R denotes a system optimal matching function that gives a system optimal total

cost of valueOPTbeforepricing, i.e.,

OPT=
nÕ

i =1
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i

�
= min

д : A7→R

(
nÕ

i =1
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,д (ai ) , t A

i

� )

▷ дne : A 7→ R denotes a Nash equilibrium matching functionbeforepricing.

The Pricing Scheme

Let0 ≫
n̋

i =1

m̋

j =1
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,r j , t A

i
�

be a sufficiently large number. Given a Nash equilibrium matching

дne, consider the following pricing schemeP :

pi , j =

(
max

�
0, `c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дne (ai ) , t A

i
�

− `c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,r j , t A

i
� 	

, if дopt (ai ) = r j

0 , otherwise
(5)

We can immediately observe that the pricing given by (5) has the following desirable property.

Lemma 7.2.дopt is a Nash equilibrium matching function when pricing is used,i.e., when`c´o¸sfi˚tP is
used as the cost function.

Proof. Straightforward; since0 is sufficiently large, eachai has no incentive to choose another
resource overдopt (ai ).

❑

Compensation for Unhappy Agents by the Pricing Authority

Two important consequences for the pricing scheme in (5) are the following:

Happy agents: If `c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,дne (ai ) , t A

i
�

≥ `c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i
�

then agentai has to
pay an extra cost of̀c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дne (ai ) , t A

i
�

− `c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i
�

in addition to the
original cost`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i
�
. Thus, the total cost, namely the sum of these

two costs, incurred byai is exactly`c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,дne (ai ) , t A

i
�
, which is the cost (before

pricing) that it would have paid originally with the assignmentдne. We call such an
agent ahappyagent since she/he does not pay any extra amount.

Unhappy agents: However, if `c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,дne (ai ) , t A

i
�

< `c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i
�

then
agentai gets its resource at no cost, but it ends up paying`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i
�
,

which is strictly more than the cost (before pricing)`c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,дne (ai ) , t A

i
�

that it
would have paid originally with the assignmentдne. We call such an agent anunhappy
agent.

We now explain how such an unhappy agent can be compensated. Consider the following
compensation method:
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(⋆⋆⋆) The (central) pricing authority pays back to each unhappy agentai the amount of
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i
�

− `c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,дne (ai ) , t A

i
�
.

Then agentai will end up paying a total of

`c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i

�
−

�
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i

�
− `c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дne (ai ) , t A

i

� �
= `c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дne (ai ) , t A

i

�

which is precisely the costai would have paid originally with the Nash equilibrium matchingдne.
This therefore would makeai a happy agent.

Thus, it follows that with this reimbursement scheme all the agents will be happy because they
will simply pay the same cost that they would have paid originally with the Nash equilibrium
matching. The only question that is left to be answered isif the pricing authority will also make a
profit as well. The following lemma answers this question in the affirmative.

Lemma 7.3.The agent-dependent pricing scheme in(5)along with the reimbursement of costs by
the pricing authority as described in(⋆⋆⋆) yields anon-negativetotal profit for the pricing authority.

Proof. Using simple algebraic manipulations, the total profit (payment received minus payment
made) for the pricing authority can be ultimately written as:

Õ

i : `c´o¸sfi˚t(ai ,дne (ai ), t A
i ) > `c´o¸sfi˚t(ai ,дopt(ai ), t A

i )

h
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дne (ai ) , t A

i

�
− `c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i

� i

−−−
Õ

i : `c´o¸sfi˚t(ai ,дopt(ai ), t A
i ) ≥ `c´o¸sfi˚t(ai ,дne (ai ), t A

i )

h
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i

�
− `c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дne (ai ) , t A

i

� i

=
Õ

i : `c´o¸sfi˚t(ai ,дne (ai ), t A
i ) > `c´o¸sfi˚t(ai ,дopt(ai ), t A

i )

h
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дne (ai ) , t A

i

�
− `c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i

� i

+++
Õ

i : `c´o¸sfi˚t(ai ,дopt(ai ), t A
i ) ≥ `c´o¸sfi˚t(ai ,дne (ai ), t A

i )

h
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дne (ai ) , t A

i

�
− `c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i

� i

=
n̋

i =1

h
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дne (ai ) , t A

i
�

− `c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i
� i

=
n̋

i =1

h
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дne (ai ) , t A

i
� i

−
n̋

i =1

h
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,дopt (ai ) , t A

i
� i

≥ 0

where the last inequality follows from the fact that a system optimal matching has a total minimum
cost. ❑

Remark 3. Thus, based on the results in Lemma 7.3 and 7.2, the pricing authority could act as a
broker in the following sense:

• it collects payments from the agents that incur a lower cost (compared to equilibrium) in a
system optimal matching,

• it pays agents that incur a higher cost in a system optimal matching, and
• it makes a profit.

Since the agents pay exactly what they would have paid originally with the Nash equilibrium and the
pricing authority is also making a profit, everybody is “happy”. Furthermore, the pricing authority
could potentially make the agents even “happier” by splitting a fraction of the profits with them and
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still keeping the other fraction of the profits for itself. In this case each agent will pay a total cost that
is lower than the one that they would have paid by being selfish.

Example.Consider again the example in Fig. 4 but with our new agent-dependent pricing scheme.
The following prices are obtained by the scheme:

p1,1 = 0 p1,2 = 0 p2,1 = 30 p2,2 = 0

This means that the pricing authority will charge80− 50= 30to a2 for r1, pays back20− 10= 10
to a1, and makes a net profit of30− 10= 20as a broker. This net profit of20could potentially be
used to further compensate the agents for driving optimally by giving them a fraction of it.

7.3 Some Remarks on Trust Issues and Strategy-proof Mechanism Designs
The pricing schemes presented in the previous two sections fulfill the purpose for which they are
designed by incentivizing agents to move in a system optimal manner. However, they do have the
following shortcoming:

when using these schemes, agents may have an incentive to lie to the pricing authorities
about their costs and locations.

Consider again the example in Fig. 4. Ifa2 lies to the pricing authority about its start timet A
2 or

its initial location ℓ a
i such that`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
a2,r1, t A

2
�

decreases, then the pricing authority will still think
that the system optimal matching will be to senda2 to r1 as before, but it will actually charge the
agent alesserprice than before. Then the agents can lie to possibly pay less or to possibly obtain
resources that they would otherwise not obtain.

To circumvent these types of problems, these schemes therefore need to be accompanied with
some assurances about trust in the location/costs reported by the agents. Finding such pricing
schemes that are strategy-proof (i.e., agents haveno incentive to lie) is discussed in [51, 57].

8 DISTRIBUTED ALGORITHMS FOR THE INCOMPLETE INFORMATION SCENARIO
The model studied in the previous section assumes that knowledge about the locations the arrival
times of all agents and resources are available to all agents and the central authority in the system.
This assumption may be difficult to justify in practice for various reasons. For example, it raises
privacy and security concerns because some agents may not wish to share their location information
with other agents.

In this as well as the next section, we study our problem in a setting where the location and start
time of an agent isnotknown to other agents. This is a more realistic setting for our spatio-temporal
matching problem. Each agent therefore would act as if she/he is computing her/his destination
dynamically in an online fashion based on her/his receipt ofdynamic updatesof resource availability
without any knowledge about the arrivals or locations of other agents. Thus each agent only has
partial or incomplete information to make her/his decision regarding which resources to visit and
try to obtain.

8.1 Basic Gravitational Algorithmic Paradigm
The heuristic algorithmic approach we describe here then is one that pushes the agents towards
areas where they aremost likelyto find a resource or areas with ahigher densityof available
resources, taking into account the agent’s location and its proximity to the surrounding resources.
Assuming the agents to be distributed uniformly across space, this is expected to increase the
agent’s probability of finding a resource by arriving in an area with a larger number of resources.
TheGravitational Parking Algorithm(Gpa), a heuristic using the gravitational algorithmic paradigm,
was originally introduced in [1] and encompasses these properties.Gpawas used in [1] to guide
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agents towards areas of the map when they do not have information about other agents that
are competing with them for the resources. ThoughGpa was originally designed for parking
applications in [1], it can also be applied to the general framework presented in this paper involving
agents and resources.

In Gparesources are said to have agravitational pullon the agents. At any point in time, each
resource has a gravitational force vector acting on the agent whose magnitude and direction depend
on the distance of the resource from the agent and the spatial location of the resource. Then,
all of these vectors are added and the agent moves in the direction of theresultant vector(total
gravitational force) for a specified time interval and the same process is repeated at the beginning
of the next time interval. The intuition behind this approach is that agents are expected to be pulled
towards areas with ahigherdensity of available resources, thus increasing the probability of finding
one. A schematic diagram for this approach is shown in Fig.??.

−−→F1,1

−−→
F1,2

−−→F1,3

−−→
F1,4

−→F

a1

r1

r2

r3

r4

Fig. 5. A schematic diagram of the basic gravitational algorithmic paradigm.
#    »
F1,1,

#    »
F1,2,

#    »
F1,3,

#    »
F1,4 are

the force vectors induced on agenta1 by resourcesr1,r2,r3,r4, respectively, and#»
F =

#    »
F1,1 +

#    »
F1,2 +

#    »
F1,3 +

#    »
F1,4 is the resultant force vector.

The following simplified formula5, which did not include the masses of the objects or a gravita-
tional constant like in theclassicalNewton’s law of gravitation, was used to generate the magnitudes
of the gravitational force vectors in [1]:

���
−−→
Fi , j

��� def=
����
−−−−−−−→
F

�
ai ,r j

�
���� =

1
h
˚tˇi‹m`e

�
ℓ A

i (t), ℓ R
j

� i 2 (6)

where
−−−−−−−→
F

�
ai ,r j

�
is the force vector generated by resourcer j on agentai . Note that in Equation(6)

ℓ A
i (t), location of the agent at timet , is a function of time and therefore changes continuously as

the agent moves. Thus theGpaapproach as described here is really anavigation algorithmrather
than just an algorithm that computes an agent-resource matching. For general costs given by our
`c´o¸sfi˚tfunction, Equation (6) can be generalized to the following:

���
−−→
Fi , j

��� def=
����
−−−−−−−→
F

�
ai ,r j

�
���� =

1
�
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai , r j , t

� � 2 (7)

With Equation(7), one can compute the force vector by considering the currentgeneral costas
opposed to simply using the current travel time between an agent and the resources. This general
cost could potentially include manyadditionalfactors such as thewalking timefrom the resource
to the actual destination of the agent or thepriceof the resource.
5��−→ a

�� denotes the magnitude of a vector−→ a .
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8.2 Revising the Gravitational Algorithmic Paradigm for Road Networks
TheGpaapproach presented in the previous section was shown to work well in the two-dimensional
Euclidean plane. However, in a real transportation network, movements of agentsarerestricted to
the available roads. Thus, the direction of the resultant vectorF , while posing no problem for the
Euclidean plane, may actually point to a direction that doesnotcoincide with one of the available
roads. Then the gravitational algorithmic paradigm as discussed above needs to be revised.

LetG = (V ,E) be the directed graph representing the given road network with edges inE
representing roads and nodes inV representing intersections of these roads. On such a graphG
we will still use a gravitational algorithmic approach based on Equation(7). However, now an
agent can change her/his routing direction only upon arrival to an intersection (i.e., a node inG) as
opposed to any time in the case of the Euclidean plane. Therefore, Equation(7)will be used by an
agent to update its routingonly at each intersection.

ALGORITHM 1: Algorithm for computing the magnitudes of theκ direction vectors for agentai ∈ A at time
t . Instead of adding up all the vectors for all available resources (as in the Euclidean plane),ai aggregates the
force vectors for all resources into spatial direction vectors corresponding to each possible direction out of the
intersection.

(∗ location(v) denote the location of nodev ∈ V ∗)
(∗ Forv ∈ V , `c´o¸sfi˚tv

�
ai ,r j , t

�
is equal to`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,r j , t

�
assumingℓ A

i (t) = location(v) ∗)
(∗ Fore = (u,v) ∈ E, `c´o¸sfi˚te(ai , t) is equal to`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,r j , t

�
assumingℓ R

j = location(v) ∗)
(∗ Agentai is in nodev at timet ;v hasκ outgoing edgese1 = (v,v1) , . . . ,eκ = (v,vκ ) ∈ E ∗)
���
−−→
D 1

��� ←
���
−−→
D 2

��� ← · · · ←
���
−−→
Dκ

��� ← 0
for all r j ∈ R do

for all q = 1,2, . . . ,κ do
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,r j , t

�
← `c´o¸sfi˚teq (ai ,r j , t)���

−−→
Dq

��� ←
���
−−→
Dq

��� +
1

�
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai , r j , t

� � 2

end for
end for

For any nodev ∈ V , let location(v) denote the actual physical location ofv. Also, suppose
that at time t an agentai is at this intersection (node)v (i.e. ℓ A

i (t) = location(v)) andv hasκ
outgoing edgese1 = (v,v1) ,e2 = (v,v2) , . . . ,eκ = (v,vκ ) ∈ E. Let `c´o¸sfi˚teq (ai ,r j , t) denote the value
of `c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,r j , t

�
assuming that the agentai first travels through edgeeq . Furthermore, there will

beκ direction vectors
−→
D 1,

−→
D 2, . . . ,

−−→
D κ where

−−→
D q will point to the direction of edgeeq . The initial

magnitudes of all theseκ vectors are set to zeroes. Then, for eachavailableresourcer j ∈ R and
each possible direction corresponding to each

−−→
D q , the agent performs the following computations:

• first computes the cost ofr j assuming thatai ’s travel will begin6 with the edgeeq .
• then computes the magnitude of force vector

−−→
Fi , j using this value of̀c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai ,r j , t

�
in Equa-

tion (7), and
• then updates

���
−−→
D q

��� to
���
−−→
D q

��� ←
���
−−→
D q

��� +
���
−−→
Fi , j

���.

6In the case when the general cost reflects the travel time,i.e., when`c´o¸sfi˚t
�
ai , r j , t

�
= ˚tˇi‹m`e

�
ℓ A

i (t ), ℓ R
j

�
, this step corre-

sponds to computing ashortest pathfrom ℓ A
i (t ) to ℓ R

j that begins with the edgeeq .
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This computation is summarized in Algorithm 1 for the convenience of the reader.
After repeating this procedure for each available resource and edge that exitsv, the agent uses the

computed direction vectors
−→
D 1,

−→
D 2, . . . ,

−−→
D κ to make its route choice. There are various options for

choosing the direction of travel according to the magnitudes of these vectors. In [4], several options
were experimentally tested, and theDeterministic Magnitude Gravitational(Dm-Gra) algorithm
was found to show the best results. InDm-Gra, the agent travels fromv along the edge having the
vector

−−→
D q of largest magnitude. Algorithm 2 shows the specification ofDm-Gra.

ALGORITHM 2: Deterministic Magnitude Gravitational (Dm-Gra) algorithm for choosing travel direction.

compute direction vectors
−−→
D 1,

−−→
D 2, . . . ,

−−→
Dκ using Algorithm 1

let q be the index such that
���
−−→
Dq

��� = max
1≤ j ≤ κ

n���
−→
D j

���
o

agentai moves along edgeeq

9 SPATIO-TEMPORAL MATCHING WITH MISSING OR ERRONEOUS INFORMATION
The methods that have been described so far depend on the existence of real-time availability
data,i.e., everyavailable resource and its location is accounted for in the database at any point in
time. The collection of thisresource availability datadepends on wireless sensors. For example,
in the context of finding parking for vehicles, applications such as [40, 44] make use of static
sensors that are embedded in the road pavement and detect whether the resource (parking slot) is
available or not in real-time. These sensors then can be used by applications for resource discovery,
giving the agents acompleteandreal-timeview of the resource availability data. Nevertheless, the
implementation and maintenance of these sensors present many difficult challenges,e.g., they may
have a very high monetary cost and so it is infeasible to cover a whole city with thesestaticsensors.
Thus, other methods are often needed for collection of resource availability data.

To overcome the difficulties of employing static sensors, various other methods exist for collection
of this availability data that make use ofmobile devices. For example, in [45] mobile phonesare used
to detect automatically when a traveler parks or de-parks from a parking slot in an urban setting.
Even for a spatial resource search application such as the application involving taxicabs and clients
mentioned before, one could have travelers requesting taxicabs by using their mobile phones as
described above. In both these applications, the mobile phone acts as a sensor that determines the
availability of a resource. Applications like these have been shown to be quite useful [56]. However,
these applications do suffer from having a lowpenetration rate(or ratio). The penetration rate for
these mobile applications is the percentage of users of the transportation system that use their
mobile phones as sensors for collecting the availability data. Then an important question to ponder
about is:how useful can these mobile sensors be in the face of low penetration rate and the limited
availability data?

In the previous sections we studied the problem of how tonavigateusers in the road network to
find their desired resources given complete and correct resource availability data. The methods
presented there work well for settings that havefull access to theground truth dataabout resource
availability. However, in more practical settings, it is usuallyinfeasibleto have access to this type of
data. Real-life systems will have access to uncertain or inaccurate availability data. The uncertainty
stems from the fact that, when a resource is reported to be available by some sensor, one does not
know if the resource is still available when a user will search for it because perhaps some other user
that does not report to the system (due to a low penetration rate) has taken the resource. Uncertainty
may also stem from the fact that a resource that is reported to be unavailable may actually be
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availablebecause reports are missing from users that do not report to the system. In a nutshell, the
resource availability data may be erroneous and incomplete (with missing information).

The uncertainty and errors in the resource availability data may come in various forms such as:
Missing reports: A resource was last reported to be available according to the database but it is no

longer available, or a resource was last reported to be unavailable according to the database
but it is available.

Erroneous reports: These reports are due to errors in sensing,i.e., the mobile device detects
availability or unavailability in an incorrect manner.

Unknown exact locations: We may not know the exact location of an individual resource inside
a blockof resources (edge of the network). Thus we assume that a reportedly available
individual resource liessomewhereinside the block.

Given the existence oflimited anduncertainresource availability data, we wish to investigate how
the agents should move across the road network to obtain their desired resources. In this section
we develop methods for this setting with missing and erroneous reports. In the next section we
will test these methods via simulation in a setting that is based on real-world ground truth data.

9.1 Setup and Preliminary Definitions for Spatio-Temporal Matching with Missing
and Erroneous Reports

Our setup uses the following definitions and terminologies, which are in addition to those presented
in section 3 and pertain only to this section and the experiments that were run:

▷ LetG = (V ,E) be the directed graph representing a road network with edges inE representing
roads and nodes inV representing intersections of these roads. We will also use the term
block to refer to these edges, as in, a block of resources that is contained in an edge.

▷ Blocksof resources are available on some edges of the network. Each block contains a set
of resources. For each block

�
vi ,v j

�
∈ E, there exists a ground-truth resource availability

numberKi , j ≥ 0.
▷ The set of agents are split into two separate groups: thesensingagents and thenon-sensing

agents.
▷ Thepenetration rateof the system is the percentage of agents in the system that are sensing

agents.
▷ A database receives reports about availability or unavailability of resources from the sensing

agents. The non-sensing agents do not provide any reports. The reports can be classified as:
Resource-level Availability : A new resource has been sensed as available or made

available by one of the sensing agents.
Resource-level Unavailability : A previously available resource has been sensed as

unavailable by one of the sensing agents.
Block-level Unavailability : No available resources were found when a sensing agent

passed through a block.
▷ The reports that the agents send to the database contain the following information:

Classification : resource-level availability or unavailability, or block-level unavailability.
Block: the location of the block where the report originates.
Timestamp : the time when the report originated.

▷ After T time units have passed from the creation of a report in the database, the report is
discarded and is no longer considered to be relevant in the database.T is a parameter of the
system that is used to determine when the received reports becomestale.
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▷ The sensing agents will have the resource availability data to help them make their routing
decisions. This data could contain erroneous reports and will not contain reports that are
missing due to non-sensing agents not sharing any reports. For each block (edge)

�
vi ,v j

�
∈ E,

they will have access to the following quantities (which in some cases will have to be
estimated):

ki , j : the number of resources that arereportedly availablein the block
�
vi ,v j

�
according

to previous resource-level reports from other sensing agents, which are stillnot stale.
ui , j : the number of resources that arereportedly unavailablein the block

�
vi ,v j

�
according

to previous resource-level reports from other sensing agents, which are stillnot stale.

▷ If the database receives a block-level unavailability report, at some timet , for block
�
vi ,v j

�
∈ E,

thenki , j is set to0 andui , j is set to its maximum value (the number of resources that exist in
the block). Also, availability reports, that were received beforet , are marked as stale.

▷ If an agent passes by a block(vi ,v j ) andKi , j > 0, then the agent will stop its search and
obtain an available resource. IfKi , j = 0, then the agent will continue its search in other blocks
of the road network and, if the agent is also a sensing agent, she/he will send a block-level
unavailability report for this block, stating that no parking is currently available in that block.

9.2 Navigation Using Only Availability and Block-Unavailability Reports
As stated before, there are two types of resource-level reports that the database receives: the
availability reports and the unavailability reports. Availability reports are received when a sensing
agent makes a resource available (e.g.leaves a parking slot), whereas unavailability reports are
received when a sensing agent occupies a previously available resource. The database can also
receive block-level unavailability reports.

In this section we consider a setting that has accessonly to the resource-level availability reports
and to the block-level unavailability reports. For example, in the context of finding parking for
vehicles this is a system that can only detect when vehicles leave a parking spot, but it does not
collect data about when a spot is taken. This system can also detect block-level unavailability
reports whenever a sensing agent, that is searching for a resource, passes by a block and does not
obtain a resource.

This type of system is somewhat akin to the system presented in [31]. They present a system in
which vehicles act as mobile sensors of availability by driving past curbside parking slots to detect
open ones. These mobile sensors generate a map view of parking slot availability. Thus this type of
system generates availability reports but not unavailability reports. In the application involving
taxicabs and clients, this is a system in which a client (the resource being searched for) requests a
cab service, but does not notify the service if she/he found another taxi.

Here we present two algorithms for navigation in this setting based on the gravitational algo-
rithmic paradigm discussed in the previous section. One uses merely the number of reportedly
available slots; the other uses in addition theageof each of the availability reports.

9.2.1 Gravitational Navigation Without Aging.We will use this same gravitational algorithm that
was presented in Section 8.2 but now we also incorporate the uncertainty of availability values for
each block in the algorithm. Before, the gravitational forces were computed individually for each
resource but now the gravitational forces will beaggregatedat the block level. For this purpose, we
modify Equation(7)in the following manner. The magnitude of the gravitational force of a block
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(vp,vq) ∈ E to an agentai ∈ A is now defined as
���
−−−−→
Fi ,p,q

��� def=
����
−−−−−−−−−−−→
F

�
ai ,vp,vq

�
���� =

kp,q
�
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai , r j , t

� � 2 with ℓ R
j =

�
midpoint of the line connecting
location

�
vp

�
and location

�
vq

�

(7′)

where we assume that the location of the block coincides with the location of the midpoint of the
line connecting nodesvp andvq . Also, the value ofkp,q is the number of availability reports that
have been received, and are notstale. The agent then again proceeds in the direction of the block
with the highest accumulated gravity force as in Section 8.2.

9.2.2 Gravitational Navigation With Aging.We can refine our approach discussed in the preced-
ing section by incorporating theageof the resource-level availability reports in Equation(7′). We
can do so by giving arelevance scoreto each availability report according to its age. The older the
availability report the less relevant it should be since the probability that somebody has obtained
the resource increases over time,i.e., the newer the report is, the higher the relevance score should
be. We assume alinear decayfor the relevance score of a report. That is, ift ′ ≤ T is the age of an
availability reportq then the relevance scoreR(q) for q is defined as:

R(q) = 1 −
t ′

T

Note thatR(q) linearly decreases from a value of 1 whent ′ = 0 to a value of zero whent ′ = T . Let
Qi , j = {q1,q2, . . . ,qk }be the set ofk resource availability reports that are still relevant (i.e., of age
no more thanT ) for a block

�
vi ,v j

�
∈ E, and lett ℓ be the age of reportq ℓ ∈ Qi , j . Then we can

compute theestimated availabilityat block
�
vi ,v j

�
as:

Ei , j =
kÕ

ℓ =1

�
1 −

t ℓ
T

�

We then redefine the gravitational pull of a block, when considering the age of reports, for an agent
ai ∈ A by modifying Equation (7′) as:

���
−−−−→
Fi ,p,q

��� def=
����
−−−−−−−−−−−→
F

�
ai ,vp,vq

�
���� =

Ei , j
�
`c´o¸sfi˚t

�
ai , r j , t

� � 2 (7′′)

This new gravitational force may then be used in the same way as in the previous section.

9.3 Navigation Using Both Availability and Unavailability Reports
In this section we discuss navigation algorithms that useboth resource-level availability and
unavailability reports. This would be a system like the one described in [45] where both types
of activities (availability as well as unavailability) are detected. As in the previous section, the
database will also receive block-level unavailability reports. In this setting, we need to compute
an estimated availability value, based on all of the received reports, to be used by a gravitational
algorithm. In Section 9.2 we had only availability reports to deal with, but now we also need to
process the resource-level unavailability reports and combine them with the availability reports in
a suitable manner.

9.3.1 Computing the Estimated Availability – A Queue-based Approach.Recall that the database
keeps only those reports that were received within the lastT time units and aggregates these
reports at theblock level. Thus, for each blocke =

�
vi ,v j

�
∈ E, we have a sequence of reports,

sayd in number, of the form:⟨c1,e, t1⟩ , ⟨c2,e, t2⟩ , . . . ,⟨cd ,e, td ⟩ whereci is theclassificationof the
report (available or unavailable),e is the identification of the block where the report originated,
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andti is the time when the report was created. From this sequence of reports, it is impossible to
exactly compute the true availabilityKi , j in the block because we only keep reports from the last
T time units and because of the inherent uncertainty of the information (due to the penetration
rate). Since we do not know which resources are still available or unavailable, given a sequence or
reports for a block, we could compute different true availabilities for any given sequence of reports.
Therefore we need to compute anestimated availabilitythat is based only on the information that
we have access to (aggregated resource-level reports).

In this section we propose aqueue-basedapproach. We have a queue of resource-level reports
for each block. Initially all the queues are empty. We continue to process the reports as they
come. Whenever a resource-level availability report for some block is received, the report is added
(enqueued) to that block’s queue (increasing its size by one). If a resource-level unavailability report
is received for a block and the queue for that block is not empty, then the oldest report is deleted
(dequeued) from that block’s queue. Whenever a report that is in any queue reaches an age greater
thanT , the report is removed from the queue as well. Then, at any point in time, theavailability
estimatefor the block is simply thecurrent sizeof the queue.

The block-level unavailability reports are not necessarily saved and are just processed as denoted
in section 9.1,i.e.all resource-level availability reports received before the time of the block-level
unavailability report, are marked as stale. In this queue-based approach this would be equivalent
to emptying the queue whenever this type of report is received (denoting that the estimate of
availability should be0).

9.3.2 The Navigation Algorithm.The algorithm that will be used for navigation will be the
same gravitational approach discussed in the preceding section, except that the numeratorki , j in
Equation (7′) will be replaced by the current size of the queue for the block

�
vp,vq

�
∈ E.

10 SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we experimentally evaluate the previously presented algorithms in a simulation
framework that uses real-world data from the SFPark project [40].

10.1 Simulation Data
In this section we describe the real-world data that is used in this work to test our spatio-temporal
matching algorithms. The source of the data is a project developed by the San Francisco Municipal
Transportation agency called SFPark [40,44]. They have embedded wireless sensors on the pavement
of parking slots to determine their availability on a real-time basis, and publish real-time data of
availability changes, at a per-block level, for each block that their sensors cover. As described before,
the problem of finding parking for vehicles is a prime example of our spatio-temporal resource
matching problem and thus this SFPark dataset isveryrelevant for our purposes.

A tuple in this SFPark database has the schema⟨blockId,availability, timestamp⟩ , and is a report
that at timetimestampthe availability on the blockblockIdhas changed to the givenavailability.
We then transform this database into a database of availability reports by scanning these tuples
in order, and saving the previous availabilities for each block. Then, when checking the current
availability for a given block, if the previous availability is smaller than the current one then we
publish adeparkingevent (resource-level availability) report to the reports database, and if the
current value is smaller than the previous availability then we publish aparkingevent (resource-
level unavailability) report to the reports database. Thus, after scanning the whole database, we
have created areports databasewhere each tuple is of the form⟨event ,blockId, timestamp⟩ with
event ∈ {parkinд,deparkinд} indicating a classification of an unavailability or availability report.
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To generate data to test the algorithms presented in Section 9, suppose that a given penetration
rate is0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Then, tosimulate this given penetration ratep for the system, all we need is
to choose to keep each tuple with probabilityp. This would give us a reports database with a
penetration rate ofp.

We can also use the original database to compute all values ofKi , j (the ground truth) at any
point in time. To do this, we search for the previous tuple that occurs in the database, for that block,
before the current time stamp. We use this method of querying the database to test our algorithms
with certain information. To test our algorithms that use missing information, we may also use
this ground truth to determine if an agent can obtain the resource (parking slot) that the agent is
passing by on a block.

Since no exact locations of parking slots are available, we make a simplifying assumption that
the available slots on a block are located in the middle of the block, which is consistent with
Equation (7′).

10.2 Simulation Setup
Our simulation tests the spatio-temporal search algorithms presented previously. We test these
algorithms against agreedyalgorithm that moves the agents to theclosest reportedly available
resource, in the scenario where the algorithms have access to ground truth data; and against an
algorithm that tries to maximize the probability of finding a resource, in the scenario where the
algorithms have access to uncertain (missing and erroneous) information. The simulation uses
real-world data from the SFPark [40] database (as described before). The availability reports from
the SFPark data were taken for the tourist area of San Francisco called the Fisherman’s Wharf.
We built a graph of the Fisherman’s Wharf region based on the block data given by the SFPark
database.

We createdn vehicles (agents) at the beginning of each simulation run, and placed them at
uniformly distributed random locations in the graph. Thesen created agentsare all classified as
sensing agents. The simulation starts at a given timet0 of the day. After placing all the vehicles,
each resource search navigation algorithm was tested.

The agents (vehicles) move through the network over timeat a constant speedof 20 mph, following
the navigation algorithm being tested. If an agent passes by a block and there is parking (resource)
available while it is in the middle of the block, then the vehicle is parked (i.e., the agent is matched
with this resource). If no parking is available on the block then the agent continues to move through
the network and she/he sends a block-level unavailability report to the database. When an agent
finds an available resource, the time it took for it to find that resource is saved. The simulation
stops whenall agents are able to obtain a resource (i.e., when all vehicles are parked). Theaverage
time to park all the vehicles is also computed and saved.

It bears mentioning that there exists a distinction between thesen createdagents and thereal
agents, which created the original dataset. These real agents are an implicit part of the simulation
since they are the ones that created the original park/depark reports. They also influence the
simulation because some reports occur at the time when the simulation is ran. For example, say
that the simulation uses simulation data from a specific day at 4pm of that day, then every report
that is received in that hour, and that exists in our database, was sent by one of these real agents.

Then, these real agents differ from our created agents in various ways. The real agents can send
park and depark reports, whereas the created agents only send a report when they finally park
(and then they are no longer part of the simulation). Also, the created agents are allowed to send a
ZERO-PARKINGreport when they pass by a block which contains zero available resources (parking
spots). Also, the real agents are not controlled by our simulation either, they are just implicitly part
of the simulation (based on the SFPark data that was used).
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For each experiment,10, 000different simulation runs were generated and evaluated for each of
the tested algorithms.

10.3 Tested Algorithms
The algorithms that were tested are labeled as follows for subsequent referral:
ZeroInfo: In this algorithm the vehicles haveno information about resource availability. The

algorithm searchesblindly across the network, using a random walk approach, until it finds
a resource. In this random walk approach, the agent chooses randomly (using a uniform
distribution) among all the possible edges that it can take at each intersection, excluding
the edge that it just came from (i.e.no U-turns). This algorithm models a vehiclewithout a
navigation system.

Gravity : This is the basic gravitational algorithm presented in Section 8.2 with access to the
ground truth data about resource availability.

Greedy: In this algorithm the agents, with access to the ground truth data about resource availabil-
ity, move towards theclosestavailable slot. This is a naive approach for searching resources
in that it has no guarantee of obtaining a resource, but it is a very common strategy for
searching resources.

SysOpt: This is the system optimal algorithm for matching between agents and resources (presented
in section 4). It does not require the navigation aspect that is described above. For these tests,
agents are simply assigned to their system optimal resources. This approach is tested here to
motivate the efficiency of the system when using the pricing schemes presented in Section 7.
This algorithm uses complete information about the locations of the agents and resources,
which means that the penetration rate for these tests is 100%.

UGravityQ : This is the queue-based algorithm presented in Section 9.3.1 that uses the gravitational
algorithmic paradigm. This algorithm has access only to a dataset with missing information
(reports),i.e., the availability data is based on a given penetration rate and the value ofT .

UGravity : This is the approach presented in Section 9.2.1. It uses the gravitational algorithm but
with only the received availability reports. This algorithm has access only to a dataset with
missing reports.

PM: This is a probability maximization approach which was introduced in [23]. This algorithm
aims to choose a path with the maximum overall probability of finding a resource.

We should note that the algorithm that was presented in section 9.2.2, which takes into consider-
ation the age of the received reports, was tested in the simulations but is not included here because
it did not significantly alter the results.

ThePMalgorithm, which is tested in the setting with missing and erroneous information, seeks
to compute paths that maximize the probability of finding available resources. The probabilities
that they compute are based on both historical data and real-time availability data. For the historical
component, they seek to compute two metrics:1/ λ is the expected time an available resource
remains available, and1/ µ is the expected time a consumed resource remains in this consumed
state.

We estimate these two metrics from the historical SFPark data for each block in the tested urban
area. Since a report in the SFPark database is not labeled with the parking space it pertains to, it
is uncertain which parking event ends an available time interval started by a deparking event, or
which deparking event ends an unavailable time interval started by a parking event. We therefore
adopt a FIFO strategy to match parking events and deparking events; in fact, any matching strategy
(e.g., LIFO) will work equally well. Specifically, for each block in the SFPark database, we generate
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a list of parking and deparking events in ascending order of their timestamp. Then we visit these
events sequentially. For each visited parking event, we match it to the earliest deparking event
before it is in the list. We compute the time difference of the two events as the time of availability
of a parking slot in that block. The matched deparking event is then removed from the list. After
all events are visited, we average all of the computed times of availability for that block and that
average is the value for1/ λ, the expected time a resource remains available. Similarly, we match
a visited deparking event to the earliest parking event before it, and compute1/ µ, the expected
time a consumed resource remains in this consumed state. It should be noted that we estimate the
two metrics from the original SFPark database without introducing any missing and erroneous
information. This treatment favors the G2 algorithm because in reality the estimation of the two
metrics could well be contaminated by missing and erroneous information.

Then, we incorporate the values ofλ andµ into the probability computations which have a time
component of when a resource became available or consumed, to be able to then compute the
availability probabilities for each block in our road network (given the current availability reports
for each block). The algorithm from [23] that we use for comparison is the G2 algorithm. Like our
gravitational navigation algorithm it uses a greedy approach and thus is a suitable comparison for
our method. It is a heuristic that computes a path by extending the path with edges that maximize
the probability of finding the resource, but also taking into account the distance traveled. It keeps
extending a path until a probability of obtaining a resource on that path is greater than some
thresholdρ. Josse et. al. presented also a G1 heuristic which was not used in our comparisons
because they showed in their work that the G2 algorithm was superior to G1.

The G2 algorithm is implemented as follows in our experiments. For each block we maintain a
list of available timestamps. When a deparking event report is received, an available timestamp
is added to the list. When a parking event report is received, the earliest available timestamp (if
there is any) is matched and removed from the list. When an agent arrives at a node, it chooses
which of the attached blocks to move on depending on the probability that there is at least one
resource available at an attached block. This probability is computed based on the number of
resources reported available and the probabilities that they are currently available. According to
Eq. (1) introduced in [23], with exponentially distributed available time and possible re-appearance,
the probability that a resource that is available at time 0 is available at time t isµ

λ+µ + λ
λ+µe

−( λ+µ)t .
This availability probability is then divided by the distance to travel on that block (G2 heuristic) to
give a distance-conditioned probability of availability. The agent will then choose to move towards
the block that maximizes this probability of availability.

10.4 Tested Parameters
The following parameters are varied in the simulations as mentioned below:
nnn The number of created agents that are generated. The values that were tested for this

parameter weren ∈ {1,5,10,15,20,25,30,35,40,45,50,55,60}.

ppp The penetration rate of the system,i.e., the percentage of agents in the transporta-
tion system that are assumed to be sensing agents in the scenarios with missing
and erroneous information. The values that were tested for this parameter were
p ∈ {0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9,0.95,1.0}.

TTT The time threshold for discarding reports from the database in scenarios with miss-
ing data. This parameter is tunable and a representative one was chosen for the pre-
sentation of results. The values that were tested for this parameter (in minutes) were
T ∈ {5,15,30,45,60,75,90,105,120}.
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ThePMalgorithm, which was tested for comparison purposes, keeps extending a path until a
probability of obtaining a resource on that path is greater than some thresholdρ. For the simulation,
we decided to choose a value ofρ = 0.9. This was the largest value ofρ that was tested in [23].

10.5 Simulation Results for Various Environments
In this subsection, we discuss the results of our simulation in various environments and parameter
settings. For the convenience of the reader, some of the key conclusions reached due to these results
are summarized in Table 1 below.

Algorithms
with access to

ground truth data

▷ Time to find parking increases asn increases.
▷ Gravity always outperformsGreedy.
▷ Growth rate of average time to find parking is smallest

(excludingSysOpt) for Gravity asn increases.

Algorithms
with access to

a dataset that could
have missing or erroneous data

▷ Best performances were obtained byUGravityQandUGrav-
ity . Best results for these algorithms were obtained with
higherT .

▷ Even whenn = 1 the gravitational algorithms outperform
PM.

UGravity
vs. PM

▷ For mostn andp, UGravitywas better thanPM.

Environmental
improvements

▷ In a big urban city like Chicago, with gravitational algo-
rithms and improvement of over20%, we would save over
34.4 million VMT, 1.67million gallons of gasoline, and over
25,800tons of CO2 emission per year.

Table 1. Summary of several key conclusions of our simulation results. See relevant section for further details
and explanations.

10.5.1 Results for Algorithms with Access to Ground Truth Data.

These simulations were run in an environment in which the algorithms had access to the ground
truth data of resource availability. For this case, the algorithms that were tested wereZeroInfo,
Gravity, Greedy, andSysOpt. These algorithms did not depend on the values ofT andp. TheZeroInfo
algorithm did not have access to any data but we wanted to compare it to these approaches to be
able to see the contrast between having and not having access to the ground truth data.

Fig. 6 shows results for the average time to park for vehicles using different algorithms. As
expected, theZeroInfoalgorithm serves as anupper boundfor the time to park. We also observe that
for all algorithms, except theSysOptalgorithm, the time to find parking increases as the number of
vehicles that are looking for parking increases; for theSysOptalgorithm this increase is marginal
and imperceptible in the graph due to scaling. Also observe that theGravity algorithm has better
time to find parking over theGreedyalgorithm, and the growth rate of average time to find parking
is smallest (excluding theSysOptalgorithm) for theGravity algorithm as the number of vehicles
increases.
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Fig. 6. Average time to park for algorithms with access to the ground truth data of resource availability.
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Fig. 7. Percentage improvement of the average time to park forSysOptandGravityoverGreedy.

Fig. 7 shows the percentage improvement of theSysOptand theGravity algorithm over the
Greedyalgorithm. The improvement keeps increasing for both algorithms as the number of vehicles
increases. Observe that theGravity algorithm achieves a significant improvement on the average
time to find parking (up to 40%) overGreedyeven though, unlike theSysOptalgorithm, it doesnot
have access to the information of the locations of all other vehicles in the system. Nevertheless, the
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Fig. 8. Average time to park for the tested algorithms, whenn = 30andT = 120.

clear winner in improving environmental and driving times, as expected, is theSysOptalgorithm.
This further motivates the use of the pricing schemes presented in Section 7.

10.5.2 Simulation Results for Algorithms with Missing or Erroneous Information.

Fig. 8 shows some of our obtained results for algorithms that use a dataset with missing infor-
mation due to different values of penetration rate. These algorithms can be classified into two
categories: those that make use ofboththe resource availability and the resource unavailability
reports (using the queue-based approach for handling these reports), and those that have accessonly
to availability reports. The algorithm that makes use of the queue-based approach isUGravityQ.

In fig. 8 we see the results for varying values of the penetration rate, withn = 30andT = 120.
It also includes the results for theZeroInfoalgorithm and theGravity algorithm (gravitational
approach with access to all the information). We show this so one can see the gaps that are present
in the performance of the algorithms.

So for this case we can see that the Gravitational approaches are around two and a half to three
times better than theZeroInfoalgorithm (depending on the value ofn being tested). This gives us
an idea of what is the value of having access to data, since theZeroInfoalgorithm does not have
access to any data. For our gravitational approaches, this ratio of the average time an agent can find
a resource with theZeroInfoalgorithm, over the time it takes with the gravitational approaches,
ranged between2 and3 for most test cases.

In fig. 8, we can also see the gap between the gravitational approaches that have access to the
dataset with missing or erroneous information against theGravity algorithm which had access to
all the perfect information. This gives us an idea of what is the price or the penalty for not having
access to all of the data about parking and deparking events. If we were to define a ratio of the
average time an agent can find a resource with one of theUGravityalgorithms over the time it
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Fig. 9. Percentage improvement of the average time to park ofUGravityoverPMwith T = 120.

took for the Gravity algorithm, this ratio ranged between 1.2 and 1.6 for most of the cases that
were tested.

Combining the results from the previous two paragraphs we can see that the value of using our
gravitational algorithms even in cases with low penetration rate, over theZeroInfoalgorithm, is
much larger than the penalty or price we get for not having access to all of the data (like with the
Gravity algorithm).

Figure 8 is a good representation of all the simulations that were executed. In almost all cases,
the gravity algorithms outperformed their probability maximization counterpart (PM). Except in
the very extreme cases of the penetration rate being at its lowest and the competitive ratio (n) being
at its highest. For this graph we chose the highest value ofT because this was a system parameter
and the all the algorithms performed at their best with the higher value ofT .

In figure 8 the best performing algorithms were the gravitational algorithms and both versions
of the gravitational algorithms showed very similar type of performances. We then further wanted
to quantify the level of improvement that we obtain with these approaches over thePMalgorithm
in their setting. We selectedUGravityand compared it to its counterpartPM. ThisPMalgorithm
is a suitable comparison forUGravitybecause it works with uncertain data by having access to
probabilities and choosing paths that maximize the probability of finding a resource. ThisPM
approach depended on computing probabilities of finding parking in each block from the accesible
reports.

Figure 9 shows the percentage improvement of the average time to park ofUGravityoverPM
with differing values of penetration ratep and number of vehiclesn. We observe that, asp increases,
the percentage improvement over the baseline algorithmalsoincreases implying that, as more and
more data are available,UGravitycan make better choices. However, even for very small values of
p, in most casesUGravitywas better thanPM.

Fig. 9 also shows that as the level of competition for resources increases (i.e., higher values of
n) the performance ofUGravityAgealso improves since gravitational navigation algorithms are
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very likely to direct vehicles towards spatial areas with higher probabilities of finding resources.
This is especially important when dealing with datasets with missing information. The datasets
with missing data can be interpreted in a probabilistic manner, so leading agents towards areas
with higher probabilities of resource availabilities is very important for a good performance of any
navigation algorithm. This observation holds except when the level of competition is the highest
(n = 60) and penetration rates are low (p = 0.1 or p = 0.2). Observe that, for this extreme case of
competition, having access to data becomesevenmore important.

The simulation results discussed above show improvements of of the average time to park of over
20% in some cases. We now provide estimates of theenvironmental impactof such improvements.
In [42] studies conducted in11major cities revealed that the average time to search for curbside
parking was8.1 minutes and cruising to find these parking slots accounted for30% of the traffic
congestion in those cities. This means that each parking slot would generate4,927vehicle miles
traveled (VMT) per year and thus the total VMT generated would be this number multiplied by the
number of parking slots in the city. For example, in a big urban city like Chicago with over35, 000
curbside parking slots [48], the total number of VMT generated would be172million VMT per
year due to cruising to search for parking, and would therefore account for a waste of8.37million
gallons of gasoline and over129, 000tonsof CO2 emission. Then, with the gravitational algorithms
and an improvement of over20%,we would be saving over34.4 million VMT per year,1.67million
gallons of gasoline, and over25,800tons of CO2 emission.

11 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have studied a spatio-temporal matching problem in which agents are looking
to obtain a resource in a transportation network. We have studied the problem by modelling the
problem as a competition between the agents for the resources in various settings. We formulated
the matching problem as a game and were able to compute a Nash Equilibrium in a complete
information context. For the incomplete information case, we presented a heuristic based on a
gravitational algorithmic paradigm. We also presented two pricing schemes for this matching
problem in which agents are incentivized to act in a system optimal way that is beneficial for the
system and the environment. We then presented another version of the problem that has access
only to limited data that could have missing information and erroneous information, where only a
fraction of the agents in the transportation system report on available resources. We were able to
adapt our gravitational algorithmic paradigm to this setting as well.

Finally, through simulations we showed the effectiveness of our proposed heuristics. The simula-
tions were based on real-world data that was obtained from the SFPark project. The simulations
showed how our gravitational approaches can attain over20% improvements over the probability
maximization approaches in the uncertain case, and up to40% when the agents have access to the
ground truth data. This meant that, according to previous studies, with our navigation heuristics we
would potentially be saving up to68.8 million vehicle miles traveled per year,3.35million gallons
of gasoline, and over51,600tons of CO2 emission (in the certain case with40% improvement). If
the pricing schemes were used to incentivize vehicles to search for the resources optimally, the
improvements would be even higher.

The present work addresses matching between elements of two sets, agents and resources. The
work can be extended, and has applications, in matching between elements of a single set. Practically,
such situation arises in matching or grouping of passengers for the purpose of ridesharing. And in
fact, we started work along this line in [14, 52].

Another subject of future work is to evaluate the effects of price incentives in large-scale
experiments. This type of study may enable governments to estimate the potential revenue generated
from the incentive scheme. These experiments can also assess the scalability of our approach. That
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is, in the case that hundreds of vehicles needed to find parking space around the same time, will
the computational cost be too high in large-scale optimizations?
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